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CASTING/MANUFACTURING PROCESSES OF FAST
TECHNEQUES FOR SLUMS REHABILATION

It has been discussed elsewhere that, the rehabilitation of slum rehabilitation can be expedited by
following development techniques:
A. Tunnel form Technique
B. Rapid wall Technique
C. Alu-form Technique

This paper explains the casting/manufacturing processes related to all these techniques.
A. The Casting Process of Tunnel Formwork:
1) Stage One: Prefabricated Wall reinforcement is placed by crane along the entire wing
prior to casting the kickers (used to position wall formwork).

2) Stage Two: Two and a half tunnel is craned into place, bolted together and ties are
added.
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3) Stage Three: The wall concrete is poured.

4) Stage Four: The slab reinforcements are fixed

5) Stage 5: The slab concrete is placed. The formwork system provides for a pour to be
wrapped in tarpaulins and for the use of butane heaters to maintain a sufficiently high
temperature for the concrete to reach its striking strength overnight.

6) Stage 6: The tunnel-forms are removed next day.
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7) Stage 7: The process is repeated for the next two bays.

Tunnel form can produce strong and durable in-situ cellular structures. This method of
construction can achieve time savings up to 25% with cost savings of 15%. Since the concrete
finish is very good, the requirement for post construction trades such as plasterers and
electricians are greatly reduced.
B. Manufacturing Process of Rapid Wall:

The casting-table, in each computer-controlled plant, comprises a flat steel epoxy-coated surface
with sides that are raised to contain the plaster when in the fluid state.
Prior to the commencement of the manufacturing process the casting table is first lightly greased.
Commencing from the start position the crab assembly moves over the casting-table accurately
dispensing the special plaster mix comprising water, Rapidflow gypsum-plaster, water repellents
and additives, over the entire table to a depth of 15 millimeters.
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This plaster layer is lightly screeded after which the travelling crab assembly automatically
chops and dispenses a predetermined quantity of glass-fiber rovings over the entire liquid-plaster
surface. This layer of glass-fiber is then rolled into the plaster to position it centrally within the
15-millimeter-thick skin to provide reinforcement to the plaster.

In every 250 millimeter length of Rapidwall a 230 millimeter by 94 millimeter cell is formed
using Teflon coated removable plugs that are laid at right angles to the 12-metre panel. The coretable mechanism positions all 48 plugs over the plaster and glass-fiber layer on the casting table.
The final quantity of plaster is dispensed onto the casting table filling between the plugs and
forming the top skin of the panel.
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The travelling crab then dispenses a further layer of chopped glass-fiber over these cores and the
tamping process is undertaken.
A final quantity of chopped glass-fiber is again automatically and uniformly dispensed over the
entire panel surface by the travelling crab. The crab assembly then automatically returns to its
cleaning and filling station to be prepared for the production of the next Rapidwall panel.
Using a mesh roller, the surface of the Rapidwall panel is then rolled to position this final layer
of glass-fiber centrally within the plaster top skin. Final screeding and smoothing of the cast is
completed manually by two operators. To this point the process has taken only 20 minutes. After
this, the panel is left to cure until the temperature and the consistency of the plaster allows final
screeding.
Once the plaster has completed its initial set, a further 20 minutes, the core-table mechanism
advances and locks onto the core formers and slowly withdraws them from the set panel.
To remove the panel from the casting-table three perimeter edges of the casting table are opened
and two panel-supports are extended. The table is then automatically tilted to approximately 88
degrees off vertical. The entire two-tonnes weight of the wet panel is taken by the bottom
supports.
To this point, the entire process has taken 45 minutes.
Finally, a multi-directional truck, fitted with a transfer frame, removes the Rapidwall panel from
the tilted casting-table and places it either in air drying racks or in the Rapidcure drying oven for
final curing prior to it being stored and ultimately cut to dimensions for installation on a specific
building project.
The elapsed time of the complete manufacturing process, including full curing in the Rapidcure
dryer, is less than two hours for each panel.
https://www.rapidwall.com.au/rapidwall-plant/projects
https://www.rapidwall.com.au/

3. Manufacturing Processes of Alu form:
For manufacturing frames without gaps, cutting edge modern robotic welding and plasma cutting
is used. More automations help the manufacturer to achieve superior quality and high
consistency of the products. The full process from designing/ manufacturing to delivery are
given in following photographs.
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3D Design
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Warehousing
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Plasma Cutting
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Barcode Labelling
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Scanning
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Welding (Manual and Robotic)
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Quality Control & Scan
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Cleaning and Buffing
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Segregation
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Palatalization
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Dispatch
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